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ABSTRACT
With the recent advancement of deep learning, molecular represen-

tation learning – automating the discovery of feature representation

of molecular structure, has attracted significant attention from both

chemists and machine learning researchers. Deep learning can facil-

itate a variety of downstream applications, including bio-property

prediction, chemical reaction prediction, etc. Despite the fact that

current SMILES string or molecular graph molecular representation

learning algorithms (via sequence modeling and graph neural net-

works, respectively) have achieved promising results, there is no

work to integrate the capabilities of both approaches in preserving

molecular characteristics (e.g, atomic cluster, chemical bond) for

further improvement. In this paper, we propose GraSeq, a joint

graph and sequence representation learning model for molecular

property prediction. Specifically, GraSeq makes a complementary

combination of graph neural networks and recurrent neural net-

works for modeling two types of molecular inputs, respectively.

In addition, it is trained by the multitask loss of unsupervised re-

construction and various downstream tasks, using limited size of

labeled datasets. In a variety of chemical property prediction tests,

we demonstrate that our GraSeq model achieves better performance

than state-of-the-art approaches.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Pharmaceutical companies face a race for effective and efficient

drug discovery. Drug development via wet-lab experimentation is

a difficult, expensive, and time-consuming process [28]. The new

potential drug candidate will be selected only if all chemical drug

properties (e.g., affinity, selectivity, metabolic stability) are biologi-

cally tested in the lab environment and deemed to reach the drug

requirement tests. To find the specific new drug, a plenty of poten-

tial drug candidates need to be tested through the complex experi-

mental process. It is significantly expensive and time-consuming.

Therefore, virtual screening of large compound libraries is becom-

ing popular and now play an essential role in the drug development

pipeline [24, 28]. In fact, the most significant costs in getting a new

drug are time and resources consuming on research and clinical tri-

als of drug candidates which ultimately never receive approval [5].

Virtual screening methods can play a vital role in reducing these

costs by screening out these failed candidates earlier, thereby re-

sulting in a smaller set of leads to be investigated further. The

recent advent of deep learning provides data-driven virtual screen-

ing methods with new possibilities through neural network based

molecular representation learning [6, 9, 11, 37, 42]. For example, Sab-

rina et al. [11] automated the process of molecular representation

for various downstream applications (e.g, bio-property prediction,

molecular design, and chemical reaction prediction).

Molecular property prediction is an important part of virtual

screening. The learning task is formulated as developing a model

to learn the targets associated with the molecular structure and not

necessarily a particular conformation of that structure. Recently,

neural network based approaches for molecular representation

have become popular and can be categorized into two main groups

according to the input data type of molecules: simplified molecular-

input line-entry (SMILES) [33] and molecular graph (as shown in

Figure 1). SMILES is a sequence notation for describing the struc-

ture of chemical species, which is unique for each structure and

commonly used in representing molecules. A SMILES sequence can
offers the following two features as a representations:

• Ionic groups and atomic groups are represented in the canon-

ical way, which avoids confusion with their surrounding

atomic groups. For instance, ammonium is denoted as [𝑁𝐻4+]
rather than 𝐻𝐻𝑁𝐻𝐻 .

• Some specially defined symbols are used to preserve chemi-

cal properties such as chemical valence, isotopes, etc.
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Molecule 
Graph

SMILES CC(=O)NCCC1=CNc2c1cc(OC)cc2

Figure 1: A molecule (e.g., melatonin) could be represented
as two different forms; a molecular graph and simplified
molecular-input line-entry system (SMILES) sequence.

By viewing molecule structure as sequence data, many natural

language processing technologies (e.g, Word2Vec [21], BERT [4])

could be adopted to model molecular sequence, which have demon-

strated powerful capabilities in predicting different kinds of molec-

ular properties [11, 37, 42, 44]. However, merely taking molecules

with sophisticated internal connectivity as simple sequential data

lacks sufficient interpretable and expressive capabilities. On the

other hand, a chemical molecule can also be naturally seen as a

graph where nodes represent atoms and edges represent inter-

atomic connectivities. Molecular graph brings two unique benefits

as compared to SMILES sequence:
• Molecular graph can capture the spatial connectivity of dif-

ferent atoms, especially for star structure and ring structure

(e.g., alkyl and benzene ring).

• Chemical molecular bonds are well preserved, which might

have influence on the molecular properties. For instance, car-

bon dioxide has divalent bonds between carbon and oxygen.

By viewing molecular data as graph data, recent deep learning

methods for graphs, such as graph neural networks [9, 34, 40, 43],

can develop a feature representation to train machine learning

models to predict molecular properties [15]. However, similar to

sequence modeling in SMILES, simply using molecular graphs to

model molecules cannot comprehensively learn molecular repre-

sentations. It is difficult to capture information of some specific

molecular properties, such as atoms’ chirality, using molecular

graphs. So, one research question is 1) can we integrate the capabili-
ties of both molecular graph and SMILES sequence to further enhance
molecule representation expressive power and improve performance
for different downstream tasks? In addition, the limited size of labeled

molecular properties is another issue which restrains the predic-

tion performance. Thus, another research question is 2) how can
we obtain higher prediction results by maximizing the information
extracted from molecular structures?

In this work, we focus on addressing the above two research

questions by leveraging both the graph and sequence information to

learn effective molecular representations for different downstream

tasks for drug discovery. We propose a graph and sequence fusion

learning model, called GraSeq, to capture significant information

from both SMILES sequence and molecular graph. In addition, our

model employs a neural variational inference to reconstruct SMILES
sequence as an additional downstream task, which helps learn better

molecular representation and improve model performance on out-

of-distribution generalization, thus overcoming the challenge of

limited labeled data to train the model.

Contributions. The contributions and features of this work are

summarized as follows:

• Proposed a graph and sequence fusion learning model, called

GraSeq, to capture significant information from both SMILES
sequence and molecular graph, which could maximize the

utilization of limited labels on known chemical properties.

• Integrated multitask loss functions in two parts for model

training: unsupervised loss (for lacking labeled data) and

supervised loss (for training different downstream tasks to

maximize the utilization of limited labels).

• Demonstrated extensive comparisons with various baselines

including different graph-based models and sequence-based

models. Our GraSeq can outperform baselines with signifi-

cant improvement (average +2.5% on AUC) in predicting a

wide range of chemical properties on six benchmark datasets.

2 RELATEDWORK

In this section, we review existing work related to our study, which

mainly includesmolecular graph representation learning andmolec-

ular sequence representation learning. Researchers have started

to investigate molecular representation learning methods for a

long time. The early works mainly focused on developing hand-

crafted features for molecular representations that can reflect struc-

tural similarities and biological activities of molecules including

Extended-Connectivity Fingerprints [25], Coulomb Matrix [26],

and Symmetry Function [1]. These methods heavily depend on

hand-crafted features, which lack generalizability and scalability.

Molecular Graph Representation Learning.With the rapid de-

velopment of deep learning algorithms, graph neural networks

have gained a lot of attention for learning molecular representa-

tions since they can learn appropriate molecular representations

that are invariant to graph isomorphism in an end-to-end fash-

ion [6, 9, 18]. Shindo et al. [27] proposed gated graph recursive

neural networks (GGRNet) by considering a molecule as a complete

directed graph where each atom has three-dimensional coordinates,

and update hidden vectors of atoms depending on the distances

between them. Hu et al. [9] proposed four different self-supervised

tasks to pretrain graph neural networks at both levels of nodes

and entire graphs, which significantly improved performance on

out-of-distribution generalization.

Molecular Sequence Representation Learning. Scholars in the

field of natural language processing tried to leverage sequence mod-

els (e.g., RNN) to learn molecular representation [11, 32, 37, 42, 44].

Sabrina et al. [11] proposed Mol2Vec, which imitated Word2Vec

with an unsupervised method trained with unlabeled molecules,

subsequently used machine learning models for property predic-

tions as supervised tasks. Inspired by neural machine translation

models, Xu et al. [37] and Zhang et al. [42] proposed sequence to

sequence fingerprint model by mapping the SMILES string to a

fixed-sized vector and then translates it back to the original SMILES
string. SMILES-BERT [32] was motivated by the recent natural lan-

guage model BERT [4]. It first trained with unsupervised learning
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mechanism Masked SMILES Recovery on large scale unlabeled data,

then fine-tuned with specific downstream tasks. Zheng et al. [44]

proposed a novel approach with self-attentive Bi-LSTM to com-

plete SMILES strings syntax analysis, which could achieve superior

performance on multiple benchmark datasets.

All of the above works were based on a certain model of graph or

sequence. There have been some studies about graph and sequence

fusion learning for different applications [3, 22, 38, 39, 41]. Besides,

some complex network structures may also contain sequential in-

formation such as evolutionary graphs. Parejia et al. [22] proposed

EvoGCN to model evolutionary graphs by leveraging GCN as a

feature extractor of each stage and RNN for sequence learning from

the extracted features. However, no existing work integrates both

molecular graph and sequence representations learning approaches

for molecular applications. In this paper, we propose a fusion model

of molecular graph and sequence. This is the first work to apply

the idea of graph and sequence fusion learning for molecular repre-

sentation learning, and explores the internal complementarity of

graph and sequence.

3 GraSeq FRAMEWORK

In this section, we first give the problem definition of molecular

property prediction. Then, we present the details of GraSeq model.

3.1 Problem Definition
Let 𝐺 = (V, E) denote a molecular graph with node attributes

𝑋𝑣 for 𝑣 ∈ V and edge attributes 𝑒𝑢𝑣 for (𝑢, 𝑣) ∈ E. Concretely
speaking, a node in a molecular graph represents a chemical atom,

and an edge represents a chemical bond between two atoms. At the

same time, a molecule could also be represented as a sequence 𝑆 ,

in which each 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆 is an atom associated with a specific node in

graph 𝐺 . Each item 𝑠 can be mapped from a node 𝑣 through a pre-

defined function𝜓 (·), denoted as 𝑠 = 𝜓 (𝑣). Formally, the problem

of molecular property prediction is defined as follow:

Problem 1. Molecular Property Prediction. Given a set of

moleculesM = {𝑀𝑖 } |M |𝑖=1
, where each molecule𝑀 ∈ M is an union

of its molecular graph and molecular sequence, and their labels

Y = {𝑦𝑖 } |M |𝑖=1
, the problem is to learn a molecular representation

vector h𝑀 for predicting label (property) of each 𝑀 in specific

downstream tasks, that is find a function 𝑓 :M → Y.
To solve the problem, we propose a GraSeq model consisting

of four components: first, it encodes molecular graph with graph

neural networks; second, it passes embeddings obtained from graph

layer into a sequence encoder in order to learn contextual informa-

tion of molecules represented by sequence; third, it uses a fusion

layer to combine the output from graph layer and sequence layer;

finally, the joint model is trained by multiple tasks augmented with

molecule reconstruction as a self-supervised task. In this section,

we present each component in detail. The complete GraSeq model

is shown in Figure 2.

3.2 Component 1: Graph Encoder
Graph neural networks (GNNs) [34] leverage both graph connectiv-

ity and node/edge features to learn a representation vector h𝑣 for
each node 𝑣 ∈ V . In molecular graph, each node represents an atom

Figure 2: The GraSeq model consists of four parts: first, it
encodes molecular graph with graph neural networks; sec-
ond, it applies languagemodel to encodemolecule sequence;
third, it uses a fusion layer to combine outputs graph embed-
ding (denoted as GE) and sequence embedding (denoted as
SE); finally, it takes multiple downstream tasks as supervi-
sion, also associates with the molecule reconstruction task.

and each edge denotes a chemical bond between two atoms. The

edge type could be single, double, or triple associated with differ-

ent weights w𝑢𝑣 according to the types of corresponding chemical

bonds. As shown in Figure 2(a), graph neural networks typically use

neighborhood aggregation to iteratively update the representation

of a node by aggregating representations of its neighboring nodes

and edges. After 𝑘 iterations, a node representation h(𝑘)𝑣 is able to

capture the structural information within its 𝑘-hop neighborhoods.

Formally, the 𝑘-th layer of a node representation h(𝑘)𝑣 obtained

from a graph neural network is represented as:

h(𝑘)N(𝑣) = Aggregate𝑘 (w𝑢𝑣 · h(𝑘−1)𝑢 ,∀𝑢 ∈ N (𝑣)), (1)

h(𝑘)𝑣 = 𝜎 (W(𝑘) · Concat(h(𝑘−1)𝑣 ,h(𝑘)N(𝑣) )). (2)

Note that we initialize h(0)𝑣 = X𝑣 , and N(𝑣) is a set neighbors of
node 𝑣 , and𝜎 (·) is a non-linear activation function (e.g., LeakyReLU).
Therefore, we can learn the representation of each node in molecu-

lar graph through graph encoder, i.e., h𝑣 = h(𝑘)𝑣 /| |h
(𝑘)
𝑣 | |2.

3.3 Component 2: Sequence Encoder
By leveraging the correspondence between SMILES strings and

molecular graphs, we could represent each molecule as a sequence

𝑆 . Each item in the sequence 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆 is associated with a specific node

in the molecular graph. Then we map the embedding obtained from

graph encoder to the atom in the sequence through function𝜓 (·).
The bi-directional long short term memory (Bi-LSTM) [8] is utilized

to encode the representations of each node and learn contextual
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information of a molecule (shown in Figure 2(b)):

h𝑠 = [
←−−−−
LSTM(𝜓 (h𝑣)) ⊕

−−−−→
LSTM(𝜓 (h𝑣))], (3)

where h𝑠 denotes the contextual representation of 𝑠 , and ⊕ denotes

vector concatenation operation.

3.4 Component 3: Fusion Layer
In order to obtain the final output h𝑀 of each molecule, we combine

the output h𝑠 from the sequence layer with the hidden state h𝑣
from graph layer through a dimensional-wise fusion gate 𝐹 . 𝐹 is

accomplished by the sigmoid activation function to encode two

parts of representation (shown in Figure 2(c)):

𝐹 = sigmoid(W1 · h𝐺 +W2 · h𝑆 ) (4)

where h𝐺 and h𝑆 are vector matrices of the whole graph and se-

quence by concatenating all h𝑣 and h𝑠 ,W1,W2 and 𝑏 are trainable

parameters of the fusion gate. Then the final vector representation

output of a specific molecule h𝑚 is generated though 𝐹 :

h𝑀 = 𝐹 ⊙ h𝐺 + (1 − 𝐹 ) ⊙ h𝑆 (5)

3.5 Component 4: Reconstruction Layer

The Seq2Seq model [31] is the most common strategy for obtaining

robust sentence representations in natural language processing

tasks as they can effectively leverage information from unlabeled

data. Therefore, motivated by such idea, we further take molecu-

lar representation (obtained through graph encoder and sequence

encoder) as the input of the decoder to enhance the molecular repre-

sentation learning process throughmolecular reconstruction, which

is shown in Figure 2(d). Specifically, in the reconstruction setup, the

output of the decoder is reconstructed molecular sequence, denoted

as 𝑆 = {𝑠1, 𝑠2, · · · 𝑠𝑛},

𝑝 (𝑆 |𝑆) = 𝑝 (𝑠1:𝑛 |𝑠1:𝑛) = 𝑝 (𝑠1 |h𝑚)
𝑇∏
𝑡=2

𝑝 (�̂�𝑡 |h𝑚, �̂�1:𝑡−1) . (6)

Traditional Seq2Seq framework may lead to poor performance

especially facing out-of-distribution generalization [10]. Therefore,

we introduce Neural variational inference (NVI) [20] framework for

sequence modeling. NVI can infer a stochastic latent variable 𝑧 ∼
𝑝 (𝑧 |𝑆), and construct an inference network to approximate the true

posterior distribution 𝑝 (𝑧 |𝑆). This strategy endows latent variable 𝑧
with better ability for sequence reconstruction. Conditioning on the

latent code 𝑧, a decoder network 𝑞(𝑆 |𝑧) maps 𝑧 back to reconstruct

the original molecular sequence 𝑆 . Since this process is intractable

in most cases, a variational lower bound is typically employed as

the objective to be maximized [12]:

Lvae = E𝑞𝜙 (𝑧 |𝑆) [log𝑝\ (𝑆 |𝑧)] − DKL (𝑞𝜙 (𝑧 |𝑆) |𝑝 (𝑧))

= E𝑞𝜙 (𝑧 |𝑆) [log𝑝\ (𝑆 |𝑧) + log𝑝 (𝑧) − log𝑞𝜙 (𝑧 |𝑆)]

≤ log

∫
𝑝\ (𝑆 |𝑧)𝑝 (𝑧)𝑑𝑧 = log 𝑝\ (𝑆),

(7)

where \ and𝜙 denote decoder and encoder parameters, respectively.

The lower bound Lvae (\, 𝜙 ; 𝑆) is maximized w.r.t. both encoder

and decoder parameters. In this work, we adopt another LSTM

as decoder. At decoding time step 𝑡 , the LSTM decoder reads the

previous embedding s𝑡−1 and context vector c𝑡−1 to compute the

new hidden state s𝑡 . We utilize the last encoder hidden state in h𝑚
to initialize the decoder LSTM hidden state. The context vector c𝑡
for time 𝑡 is computed through attention mechanism [16]. Attention

mechanism matches each s𝑡 in decoder with each hidden state h𝑖
in encoder to get an importance score. Formally,

s𝑡 =
−−−−→
LSTM(s𝑡−1, 𝑦𝑡−1, c𝑡−1), (8)

𝑒𝑡𝑖 = v⊤𝑎 tanh(W𝑠 · s𝑡−1 +Wℎ · h𝑖 ), (9)

c𝑡 =
𝑛∑
𝑖=1

𝛼𝑡𝑖h𝑖 , where 𝛼𝑡,𝑖 =
exp(𝑒𝑡𝑖 )∑𝑛
𝑖=1 exp(𝑒𝑡𝑖 )

(10)

The hidden state passes through amaxout hidden layer to predict
the next word (atom in this work) with a softmax layer over the

decoder vocabulary (all atoms in this work):

𝑝 (𝑠𝑡 |𝑠1, · · · , 𝑠𝑡−1) = softmax(Wout · s𝑡 + b) (11)

where W𝑠 is trainable parameter and s𝑡 is hidden state at step 𝑡 .

3.6 Output Layer
At the last part, we formulate the optimization function (i.e., training

loss) as two parts: label loss and reconstruction loss. Label loss

is defined as negative likelihood of predicting correct labels of

multiple downstream tasks 𝑇 ∈ T :

Llabel = −
∑

𝑀 ∈M

∑
𝑇 ∈T

softmax(W𝑇 · h𝑀 + b), (12)

where W𝑇 and b are learnable parameters, h𝑀 is obtained from

Eq.(5). Therefore, combining with reconstruction loss discussed in

in Eq.(7), the overall loss could be written as:

L = Llabel + 𝛼Lvae . (13)

where 𝛼 is a trade-off factor to control the importance of each task.

The hyperparameter sensitivity analysis is shown in Section 5.6.

4 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we first introduce datasets and experimental settings.

Then we report extensive experimental results to demonstrate the

effectiveness of our proposed model.

4.1 Datasets
We obtain datasets from two different resources, ZINC [29] and

MoleculeNet [35]. ZINC is a public access database collecting molec-

ular compounds for the virtual screening, which contains over

twenty million available molecules. MoleculeNet is another large

scale benchmark dataset for molecular machine learning.

Classification Datasets. We obtain 806,991 molecules that are

reactive from ZINC, where we extract two downstream datasets:

LopP and FDA benchmarks.We also utilize four binary classification

datasets from MoleculeNet. The statistics of datasets are reported

in Table 1. The properties of these six datasets are as follows:

• LogP: Solubility of molecules. Molecules whose LogP >=

1.88 are positive, otherwise negative.

• FDA: Approved drug compounds by FDA.

• BBBP [19]: Blood-brain barrier permeability.
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Dataset LogP FDA BACE BBBP Tox21 ToxCast

Split Method Random Random Scaffold Scaffold Random Random

# Ins. 10000 3230 1513 2037 7831 8575

# Tasks 1 1 1 1 12 617

# Train 8000 2584 1210 1639 6264 6877

# Dev. 1000 323 151 205 783 860

# Test 1000 323 152 193 784 860

Table 1: The statistical details of six datasets used in our paper. LogP and FDA are obtained from ZINC[29]. BACE, BBBP, Tox21
and ToxCast are obtained from MoleculeNet[35]. We split the datasets into train, development, and test collections following
an 8/1/1 ratio using random or scaffold splitting methods.

• BACE [30]: Quantitative (IC50) and qualitative (binary label)

binding results for a set of inhibitors of human 𝛽-secretase

1(BACE-1).

• Tox211: Toxicity on 12 biological targets, including nuclear

receptors and stress response pathways.

• ToxCast [23]: Toxicity experiments on over 600 tasks for

compounds based on in vitro high-throughput screening.

Dataset Split. All molecule datasets are split into training, valida-

tion, and testing collections by following 8/1/1 ratio. As mentioned

in MoleculeNet [35], we should apply different splitting methods

to effectively evaluate machine learning methods depending on

datasets’ contents. For several datasets, scaffold splitting is a better

choice than random splitting. Scaffold splitting splits the datasets

according to molecules’ two-dimensional structural frameworks.

It tries to separate structurally different molecules into different

collections, which offers challenges for learning methods. We split

the datasets using these two different split methods followed by

the recommendations of MoleculeNet [35], as shown in Table 1.

Dataset Processing. The initial molecular representations of our

datasets are SMILES strings. We utilize Rdkit.Chem [14] to trans-

form these SMILES strings to molecular graphs. We can now iden-

tify multiple types of bonds, such as single, double, and triple. In

our experiments, we add two edges between two nodes if the bond

connecting them is double, or three edges if it is triple.

4.2 Baselines
We compare our method with multiple baseline methods including

various graph learning and sequence learning methods for molecu-

lar property prediction:

• GraphSAGE [7]. It generates the nodes’ embedding by sam-

pling and aggregating their neighbors’ embedding, which

can effectively capture the graph information. In our model,

we select this model as graph encoder.

• GCN [13]. It is a widely used graph-based model, which

contains an effective convolutional neural network compo-

nent. GCN outperforms various models by learning both

local graph structure and features of nodes.

• Seq2SeqFP [37]. Seq2Seq fingerprint is base on Seq2Seq

model, which is one typical NLP model. It uses unsupervised

methods to learn molecular representations.

1
https://tripod.nih.gov/tox21/ challenge/

• Mol2vec [11]. Mol2vec learns vector representations of

molecular structures by Word2Vec [21]. Similar molecular

structures have similar vector representations. The vector

representation of the compound can be obtained by combin-

ing the vectors of its molecular substructures.

• Seq3SeqFP [42]. It is based on Seq2Seq model. It defines

a loss function which contains both self-recovery loss and

inference task loss. This model is similar with sequence en-

coder part in our method.

• GIN [36]. It is the Graph Isomorphism Network, which has

been proved with high representational performance.

• SMILES-BERT [32]. SMILES-BERT puts forward a semi-

supervised model which contains attention mechanism. It

utilizes the transformer layer and obtains state-of-art perfor-

mance on several ZINC datasets.

• PreGNN [9]. It develops self-supervised method to pre-

train GNN, which makes GNN learn both useful local and

global representations. It achieves state-of-art performance

on molecular property prediction.

4.3 Competitive Methods
Besides comparing with baseline methods, we also implement the

model variants (ablation studies) to show the effectiveness of our

proposed model.

• SeqRec. It is Seq2Seq model trained by both downstream

tasks loss and molecular reconstruction loss.

• GraSeq. It is our proposed model, which consists of three

parts: graph encoder, sequence encoder and output layer.

• GraSeq-R. It is based on GraSeq with an additional molecule

reconstruction as a self-supervised task.

• GraSeq-F. It is based on GraSeq with an added fusion layer

combining the output of graph layer and sequence layer.

• GraSeq-RF. It is based on GraSeq with both molecule re-

construction layer and fusion layer.

For fair comparisons with different methods, we use a super-

vised output layer for each experiment. The experiments with re-

construction layers will be trained by both reconstruction loss and

downstream task loss.

4.4 Experimental Settings
We initialize each atom with a 64-dim random embedding vector.

The same type of atom has the same initial embedding. The output
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Dataset BACE BBBP Tox21 ToxCast

Sequence-based Models
Seq3seqFP (2018) [42] 77.25 90.73 79.76 71.07

Mol2Vec (2018) [11] 81.37 85.05 74.97 66.78

Graph-based Models
GraphSAGE (2017) [7] 68.32 86.62 72.60 62.26

GCN (2017) [13] 70.03 81.23 73.20 68.39

GIN (2019) [36] 74.20 80.36 73.04 64.27

PreGNN (2020) [9] 84.50 68.70 78.10 65.70

GraSeq-Best 83.82 94.26 81.95 73.30

Table 2: Comparison of prediction results (AUC) between
GraSeq and baseline models on 4 MoleculeNet [35] datasets.

layer dimension of GraphSAGE is 64. The numbers of hidden units

in GRU encoder are all set as 64. All decoders are multi-layer percep-

tions (MLP) with one 64 units hidden layer. The latent embedding

size is 64. The model is trained for 100 epochs by Adam optimizer.

For the KL-divergence, we use a KL cost annealing scheme [2],

which serves the purpose of letting the VAE learn useful represen-

tations before they are smoothed out. We increase the weight 𝛽 of

KL-divergence by a rate of 2/epochs per epoch until it reaches 1.

4.5 Evaluation Metrics
First, as four datasets (BBBP, BACE, Tox21, ToxCast) obtained from

MoleculeNet [35] are recommended to be evaluated by ROC-AUC,

we calculate the Area under the Receiver Operating Characteristic
Curve (AUC) for evaluation in almost all the experiments. Moreover,

we plot the Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves. Second,
several previous work also use Accuracy to evaluate performances

on two ZINC datasets. Therefore, we also take Accuracy as an eval-

uation metric for our model. Third, since it is a standard multi-class

classification task and we also report Micro F1 in the experiments.

4.6 Experimental Results
Comparison with baselines. As shown in Table 2, we can ob-

serve that the GraSeq model with different variants offers a sig-

nificant improvement over baseline models on the four datasets

from MoleculeNet [35]. Comparing with best baseline methods, our

model could improve AUC scores by +3.53%, +2.19% and +2.23%
on BBBP, Tox21 and ToxCast datasets, respectively. The only ex-

ception is BACE dataset, on which PreGNN performs the best.

PreGNN takes multi pre-training strategies to incorporate both

local (node-level) and global (graph-level) knowledge. It usually

outperforms other graph-based models. But this performance gain

requires costly pre-training. Additionally, as PreGNN fails to uti-

lize sequence information as our model, its performance on all the

other datasets are lower than ours. We further compare GraSeq

model with state-of-the-art sequence based molecular representa-

tion learning models, which is shown in Table 3. Since they have

not released codes or their released codes are not runnable, we

directly reported performances in their published papers. We can

observe that our model could outperform all baseline models on

LogP dataset, and improve +3.16% on Accuracy comparing with

the state-of-the-art method SMILES-BERT.

Methods Accuracy

Seq2seqFP (2017) [37] 76.82

Seq3seqFP (2018) [42] 89.72

SMILES-BERT (2019) [32] 91.54

GraSeq-Best (Ours) 94.70

Table 3: Comparison of Accuracy between GraSeq and state-
of-art sequence models on LogP dataset. We only report Ac-
curacy mentioned in their paper because they did not have
released code or runnable code.

Overall, we find that the sequence-based models perform better

than the graph-based ones. Thismay be due to the descriptive power

of input representations (sequences vs. graphs). The graph-based

models (i.e., GraphSAGE, GCN, GIN, and PreGNN) take molecular

graphs as input, while the sequence-based models (i.e., Mol2Vec,

and Seq3SeqFP) take sequences as input. Our experiments show

that the sequences may be better for learning in general, but neither

of these two kinds of models can effectively use information from

both the graph and sequence representations like ours. We will

further discuss the impact of input representation in Section 4.7.

Analyzing the effectiveness of fusion learning. Here we com-

pare the effectiveness by choosing different variants in our fusion

strategies. The AUC results are shown in Table 4. We can observe

that our proposed GraSeq models demonstrate better performance

comparing with graph-based model, sequence-based model, and se-

quence reconstructionmodel. Our best results of GraSeq-seriesmod-

els can outperform best single-input model by improving +5.19%
on BACE, +2.85% on BBBP, +1.46% on Tox21, +2.23% on Toxcast,

+0.58% on LogP, and +1.66% on FDA, respectively. Thus, fusing

graph-based model and sequence-based model can effectively uti-

lize two types of molecular representations and capture significant

information from them. By using GraphSAGE, we update each atom

by sampling atoms neighbors and aggregating their information

iteratively. Furthermore, we use the sequence to sequence model

to learn contextual information of a molecular sequence, which

is better for learning chemical properties from atomic groups and

electronics offsets. As reported in the Table 4, the molecular fea-

tures extracted from molecular graphs and molecular sequences

are complementary combined by our proposed method.

Comparing four variants of our proposed methods, GraSeq-F

performs best on four datasets (BACE, BBBP, Toxcast and FDA).

GraSeq and GraSeq-RF perform best on Tox21 and LogP, separately.

Comparing with GraSeq, GraSeq-F could improve AUC by +4.83%,
+1.79% and +0.80% on BACE, BBBP and Toxcast dataset. This is

because GraSeq-F adds a fusion layer on the top of sequence encoder

as shown in Figure 2(c), which can be seen as a type of boosting or

residual learning that allows the sequence encoder to compensate

on what the graph encoder fails to learn (e.g. isotopes). As we know,

reconstruction loss of variational autoencoder is able to improve

the stability by minimizing a variational lower bound. However,

with limited training datas, molecular reconstruction is hard to be

learnt effectively, leading to the model paying less attention on

downstream task learning. Therefore, we can observe that GraSeq-

R and GraSeq-RF does not improve model performance comparing

with GraSeq-F except on Tox21 and LogP datasets.
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Methods Selection MoleculeNet ZINC
GE SE FL RL BACE BBBP Tox21 Toxcast LogP FDA

GraphSAGE ✔ 68.32 86.62 72.60 62.26 97.83 97.03

Seq2seq ✔ 77.25 90.73 79.76 71.07 98.21 97.44

SeqRec ✔ ✔ 78.63 91.41 80.49 71.04 98.16 97.24

GraSeq ✔ ✔ 78.99 92.47 81.10 72.50 98.79 98.58

GraSeq-R ✔ ✔ ✔ 82.47 92.35 81.95 72.28 98.78 98.32

GraSeq-F ✔ ✔ ✔ 83.82 94.26 81.37 73.30 98.57 99.10
GraSeq-RF ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 81.21 91.36 81.53 72.45 98.83 98.38

Table 4: We compare AUC of different fusion selections (GraSeq, GraSeq-R, GraSeq-F, GraSeq-RF) and single representation
based models (GraphSAGE, Seq2seq, SeqRec) on 6 different downstream task datasets. Our GraSeq series models outperform
Graph-based model and Sequence-based model by a significant margin. Graph-F achieves the best performance at most time.
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Figure 3: Our proposed GraSeq-R method is insensitive to
the ratio between label loss and reconstruction loss in terms
of AUC, F1, and Accuracy on BBBP dataset.

Performance on different datasets. As mentioned in Section 1,

one challenge of molecular properties prediction is the limited

size of labeled data. To solve this problem, we design GraSeq to

capture information both from molecular graphs and molecular

sequences to maximize the utilization of existing datasets. We also

define a multitask loss function containing both reconstruction

loss and downstream task loss. It is obvious that downstream task

loss is more important for chemical molecular prediction tasks

since supervised loss is directly to the point than unsupervised loss

(through reconstruction). So the lower missing label rate always

leads to the higher prediction performance. For instance, all of

molecules in BACE, BBBP, LogP and FDA datasets have labels but

ToxCast has a 71% label missing rate and Tox21 has a 17.05% label

missing rate. The prediction performance on Tox21 and Toxcast

are lower than other four datasets as shown in Table 4, although

the size of Tox21 and ToxCast is larger than FDA, BACE, and BBBP.

Dataset size usually comes into effect when the missing label rate is

similar. The prediction performance using the four data sets without

any missing label (i.e., BACE, BBBP, LogP, and FDA) is positively

correlated with their size. The amount of data probably contributes

to reducing reconstruction loss.

Parameter insensitivity analysis. Figure 3 shows the accuracy,
F1 score, and AUC curves of GraSeq-R on BBBP dataset, where the

ratio between label loss and reconstruction loss varies from 0.1 to

10. We observe that our proposed GraSeq-R method is insensitive.

It always performs better than any of the baseline methods (AUC

is always higher than 0.9).

4.7 Case Study
t-SNE visualization of embedding. To qualitatively validate the

effectiveness of our approach, we visualize the embedding of our

GraSeq-F with that of graph model and sequence model using

t-SNE [17]. Figure 4 shows the embedding visualizations, where

the blue dots denote true positive labels, the green cross symbols

represent false negative labels, the orange dots are true negative

labels and red cross symbols are false positive labels in BBBP dataset.

Note that we flip the visualization coordinates (which does not

change the embedding space) for better comparison.

We can find that our GraSeq-F best separates the BBBP data

points from the non-BBBP ones. First, GrapSeq-F is less likely to

misclassify BBBP data points. In the visualization of GraSeq-F, we

do not find any non-BBBP data points on the left side; while in the

visualization of GNN and Seq2seq, several non-BBBP data points

reside on the left side, mixing with the BBBP ones. The non-BBBP

data points on the left are all misclassified as BBBP by GNN and

Seq2seq, as shown by the red cross symbols in Figure 4(a) and (b).

It indicates higher false positive rates of these models. Second, it

is easy to know that our GraSeq-F is more likely to identify the

non-BBBP data points correctly, as there are fewer BBBP points

located at the bottom-right corner where most non-BBBP points

reside. In contrast, for GNNmodel, many BBBP points appear in the

bottom-right corner mixing with the non-BBBP ones. Figure 4(a)

shows that only a few non-BBBP points are identified correctly

(as illustrated by a few orange dots but various red cross symbols).

This indicates a low true negative rate but a high false positive rate

of GNN. Seq2Seq model has similar performance to our GraSeq-F

in this sense, as similar numbers of orange dots (indicating true

negative samples) are found in Figure 4(b) and (c). Finally, we find

that the incorrect predictions (red and green crosses) by our GraSeq-

F mostly gather on the border of the two classes while the incorrect

predictions of GNN and Seq2Seq spread over the entire space. This

also indicates that our GraSeq-F produces more desired embedding

than the other methods. With a better separation hyperplane, the

performance is further improved.

Examination of GraSeq’s effectiveness. We examine the effec-

tiveness of our proposed model in complementing other models
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FN TP TN FP

(a) Graph Model

FN TP TN FP

(b) Sequence Model

FN TP TN FP

(c) Our GraSeq Model

Figure 4: Embedding visualization of Graphmodel, Sequencemodel, and our Graseqmodel. We visualize the embedding space
using t-SNE [17], where the X-Y axis is relative scale without practical significance. The blue dots denote true positive (TP)
labels in BBBP dataset, and the orange dots represent true negative (TN) labels in BBBP dataset. We highlights false positive
(FP) predictions in red and false negative (FN) predictions in green.We observe that our GraSeqmethod learns bettermolecular
representations than Graph model and Sequence model.

G-S S-G G+S

Accuracy 88.9% 85.7% 44.4%

Table 5: The accuracy of our GraSeq for incorrect predicted
molecules by GNN and Seq2seq. G-S, S-G and G+S repre-
sent incorrect predictions byGraphSAGEonly, Seq2seq only,
both GraphSAGE and Seq2seq.

by providing the missing information, as shown in Table 5. By

following set operations, we denote“G-S", “S-G", and “G+S" as in-

correct predictions by GraphSAGE only, Seq2seq only, and both

GraphSAGE and Seq2Seq, respectively. For the molecules that are

predicted incorrectly by only one model, our model performs well

(88.9% for “G-S" and 85% for “S-G"). It indicates that when informa-

tion is missing in one type of representation (i.e., strings or graphs),

our model can leverage information from the other type to achieve

correct predictions. However, for the molecules predicted incor-

rectly by both the graph and sequence-based models (“G+S"), our

model also does not perform well (with an accuracy of 44.4%). This

indicates that when the critical information is captured by neither

the graph-based nor the sequence-based models, our model is also

insufficient to recover the missing information.

Analysis of relationships between model performance and
data characteristics. We further examine the characteristics of

molecules, which are more likely to be predicted incorrectly by

graph-based models and sequence-based models respectively. We

denote the molecules predicted incorrectly by GraphSAGE as “G"

and those by Seq2seq as “S". By examining these incorrectly pre-

dicted samples, we find that graph-based models and sequence-

based models are likely to miss certain types of information, due

to the nature of the models. First, we can see that GraphSAGE

performs poorly on molecules with long SMILES strings. The av-

erage SMILES string length in “G" (77.3) is longer than that in “S"

(48.8), as shown in the left histogram in Figure 5. Then, we take

77.3 as a threshold for long SMILES string and calculate the predic-

tion accuracy of GraphSAGE and Seq2Seq. We find the accuracy of

GNN (39.2%) is much lower than that of Seq2seq (82.1%) for these

molecules, as shown in the middle histogram of Figure 5. These

observations indicate that long SMILES stings are unfriendly with

graph-based models on property prediction tasks. Graph-based

models do not capture the long-term dependencies without the

well re-memorable unit. In contrast, Seq2Seq is based on LSTM,

which can leverage the previously appeared information even when

the SMILES string is long. Second, we find that graph-based models

may miss information provided by the chemical symbols, which

may be relate to specific properties. For example, we examine the

molecules with the character “@" in their SMILES strings. The

character “@" indicates atoms’ chirality. We find that the percent-

age of molecules with "@" in “G" (72.2%) is much higher than that

in “S" (28.5%), as shown in the right histogram. It indicates that

the character "@" indeed has considerable influence on molecules’

properties while graph-based models fail to capture this impor-

tant information. Third, we find that the sequence-based models

often miss information in two kinds of molecules. The first kind

of molecules exhibits simple structures with short SMILES strings,

such as "O=C1C=CNN=C1". It is difficult for Seq2Seq to learn useful

function groups from this kind of short strings. The other kind of

molecules are complex with many substructures, such as

"C3=C(N2CCN(CC(COC1=CC(=C(OC)C(=C1)OC)OC)O)CC2)C(=CC=C3)OC".
There are many parentheses in this SMILES string, indicating molec-

ular branches. This kind of structures is difficult to be learned by

Seq2seq from the strings, but relatively easy to be learned by Graph-

SAGE from the graph representations.

5 CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we focus on leveraging both graphs and sequences

to learn effective representations of molecules for different down-

stream molecular property prediction tasks. We propose a fusion

model of graph and sequence, called GraSeq, to capture signif-

icant information from both SMILES string and molecule graph.

Experiments over 6 different tasks show our proposed GraSeq with

different fusion selections significantly outperforms the current

state-of-the-art methods.We also point out several limitations when

only taking single molecular representation (molecular graphs or

SMILES strings) as input. GraSeq, on the other hand, enables integra-

tion of the graph based and sequence based approaches, thus provid-

ing the performance improvements that come from complementary

strengths of the approaches. We demonstrate the complementarity
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Figure 5: Statistical analysis of prediction results: 1) The
length of incorrect predicted SMILES by Graph-basedmodel
is longer than sequence-based model; 2) Sequence model
could make better predictions on relatively large (> 77
atoms) molecules; 3) Missing specific characters(such as
"@") influences graph model prediction result.

the information extracted from two different representations com-

plementary rather than the opposite, which has been proved both

in case study and ablation study.
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